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A survey of known and new ubature formulas for the unit diskRonald Cools and KyungJoong Kim�Dept. of Computer SieneKatholieke Universiteit LeuvenCelestijnenlaan 200AB-3001 Heverlee, BELGIUM1 February 2000AbstratIn addition to some new ubature formulas for the approximation of integrals over theunit disk, we present a survey of all known ubature formulas of algebrai degree for thisregion.1 IntrodutionWe are onerned with the approximation of integrals over the unit disk with onstant weightfuntion I[f ℄ = Z
 f(x; y)dxdy ; 
 = f(x; y) : x2 + y2 � 1g (1.1)by weighted sums of funtion valuesQ[f ℄ = NXj=1wjf(xj; yj): (1.2)We are espeially interested in ubature formulas of algebrai degree, i.e., approximationsthat are exat for all polynomials of total degree at most d:Q[f ℄ = I[f ℄;8f 2 P2dwhere P2d = spanfxiyj : 0 � i+ j � d; i; j 2 IN [ f0gg:It is known (see, e.g., [1℄) that the number of points N in a ubature formula of degree d forthe integral (1.1) satis�esN � k(k+1)2 if d = 2k � 2; k 2 INN � k(k+1)2 + jk2k if d = 2k � 1; k = 1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 8; : : :N � k(k+1)2 + jk2k+ 1 if d = 2k � 1; k = 5; 7; : : : (1.3)The motivation for this paper omes from [17℄. In that paper a method to onstrutubature formulas (1.2) of algebrai degree of preision to approximate the integral (1.1) ispresented. Furthermore, in addition to some new ubature formulas, a survey of existingubature formulas is presented. We will give some additional new ubature formulas on-struted using this method and mention some errors in [17℄. We also present a more ompletesurvey of known ubature formulas for this region.�This author was supported by KOSEF (Korean Siene and Engineering Foundation).1



2 Survey of known ubature formulas2.1 Spherial produt rulesA lassial way to deal with the integral (1.1) is to transform it to a square. De�nex = r os � and y = r sin �:Using this transformation the integral (1.1) beomesZ 1�1 Z �=2��=2 f(r os �; r sin �)jrjd�drand therefore I[xiyj℄ = Z
 xiyjdxdy = Z 1�1 Z �=2��=2 jrjri+j osi(�) sinj(�)d�dr:This integral an be rewritten as the produt of two 1-dimensional integrals:Z 1�1 jrjri+jdr (2.4)Z �=2��=2 osi(�) sinj(�)d�: (2.5)Note that we only have to worry about the ases where both i and j are even. For odd i orj, the moment I[xiyj℄ = 0. De�ne t = sin � and use this transformation for the integral (2.5).This gives Z 1�1(1� t2)�1=2(1� t2)i=2tjdt: (2.6)Gauss quadrature formulas of degree 2k � 1 with k points that take into aount the weightfuntions jrj and (1 � t2)�1=2 respetively, exist for the integrals (2.4) and (2.6). Combiningthese gives a ubature formula of degree 2k � 1 withN = k2 if k is even; orN = k2 � k + 1 if k is odd (2.7)points inside the unit disk and all weights positive. These points are loated on bk2  regularpolygons with 2k verties. If k is odd, then the enter is also a point of the ubature formula.This type of formulas is easy to onstrut but requires more points than indiated by thelower bound (1.3). We refer to [25℄ for more details.2.2 An automati proedure to onstrut eÆient rulesUsing a very speial struture for the points and weights of the ubature formulas, in [6℄ analgorithm is presented that allows straightforward omputation (i.e., without human inter-vention or starting points) of formulas of arbitrary odd degree for (amongst others) the unitdisk. The points of these formulas are the verties of regular polygons, but there may bedi�erent types and orientations.A speial ase of the speial struture uses the verties of k ongruent regular polygonswith k verties. Suh a formula always exists and has all points inside the unit disk and allweights positive. Furthermore, it has the same number of points as the spherial produtformula (2.7). If k is odd, one of these polygons has zero radius, i.e., the points ollapse inthe enter. 2



More lever hoies of the polygons result in ubature formulas with less points. Thereis then no theoretial guarantee that the ubature formula exists and has real points insidethe unit disk. In pratie it turns out that in most ases all points are inside the unit diskand all weights are positive. The ubature formulas with the lowest number of points thatare obtained with this algorithm up to degree 31 orrespond to those tabulated in [14℄, seeTable 1 in the following subsetion.2.3 Tables of published ubature formulasThe survey of known ubature formulas of the form (1.2) for (1.1) given in [17℄ is far fromomplete. A survey of all known ubature formulas up to 1971 for standard regions was givenin [25℄. An update of this overview was presented in [10℄. Some orretions and additions arepresented in [2℄. The unit disk is only one of the regions treated in these surveys. In Table 1below we give the union of all this information for the unit disk.In the table, we give the following information: in addition to the degree d and theorresponding number of points N , we give an indiation of the quality and the referenes.An asterisk is appended to the number of points if this is known to be the theoretial minimimnumber of points, see (1.3).We briey repeat the notion of quality of a ubature formula. The �rst symbol givesinformation about the weights:P: all the weights are positive;E: all the weights are equal (and thus positive);N: some weights are negative;?: the weights are not given expliitely.The seond symbol gives information about the loation of the points:I: all points are inside the unit disk;B: some points lie on the unit irle, the others inside the disk;O: some points are outside the unit disk.As a general rule we do not inlude published ubature formulas of degree 2k�1 whih usemore than k2 points sine the spherial produt Gaussian rule of degree 2k� 1 has k2 pointsinside the unit disk and all weights positive. Exeptions to this rule are ubature formulaswith properties that some users may desire, suh as equal weights. Between brakets wesometimes give the number of ubature formulas with the same d and N and quality.As a prinipal referene, we give the �rst appearane of the ubature formula in a journalor book, even though it has previously appeared in an internal report or thesis. Additionalreferenes to journals and books are inluded to help the user of this table to look up theformula. Internal reports and theses or normaly only mentioned if the ubature formula didnot appear in a book or journal. For more information we refer to [10, 2℄.In [17℄ three ubature formulas are given that are wrong. The error annot easily beorreted: there seems not to exist ubature formulas with the given symmetry and numberof points. In Table 1 these have an additional \Error" after the referene.
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Table 1: Overview of published ubature formulas for the unit disk.Degree N Quality Referenes2 3� PI [25℄3 4� PI(3) [25℄PB [25℄4 6� PI [25℄?O [24℄10 EI [12℄5 7� PI(2) [25℄8 PO [3℄PO [25℄9 PI(2) [25℄PB [25℄12 EI [25℄EI [12℄EI [11℄6 10� PO [23℄[26℄PO [18℄11 PO [26℄[20℄14 EI [12℄7 12� PI [25℄16 EI [12℄PI [25℄18 EI [12℄20 EI [12℄8 16 PI [20℄[26℄9 18� PO [22℄19 PI [25℄PI [19℄PI [16℄PI [20℄20 PI(3) [3℄PO [25℄PO [3℄PO [3℄[17℄21 PI [3℄PI [25℄PO [25℄

Degree N Quality Referenes11 25 PO [15℄NO [17℄ Error26 PI [21℄PI [15℄28 PI(3) [25℄32 PI [25℄13 34 PO [9℄35 PB [9℄36 PI [7℄ [17℄37 PI [25℄41 PI [25℄PI [14℄15 44 PI [25℄PI [17℄48 PI [25℄17 56 PO [17℄ Error57 PI See x3, Table 260 PO [17℄61 PI [25℄19 68 NO [17℄ Error69 PO See x3, Table 371 PO [14℄72 PI [17℄76 PI [14℄ [13℄21 88 PO See x3, Table 490 PI [14℄99 PI [14℄ [4℄23 97 PO [14℄108 PI [14℄ [13℄25 127 PI [14℄27 140 PI [14℄ [13℄31 172 PI [14℄ [13℄Embedded ubature formulasDegrees N Quality Referenes5-7 8-16 PNI(2) [5℄17-27 71-183 PNI [8℄
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3 New ubature formulasIn this setion we present new ubature formulas of degree 17, 19 and 21 with a number ofpoints lower than any known ubature formula. They are onstruted using the algorithmdesribed in [17℄.In the Tables 2{4 we give one point for eah orbit, a so-alled generator, and its weight.The other points of an orbit are obtained by applying the symmetry operations of the square:whenever (xi; yi) is a point, so are (�xi; yi), (xi;�yi), (�xi;�yi), (yi; xi), (�yi; xi), (yi;�xi)and (�yi;�xi) and all have the same weight. In general orbits thus have 8 points, but forspeial hoies of xi and yi, this an be redued to 4 or even 1. One has to onsider 4 typesof generators. In the tables we mention the type, but we refer to [17℄ for more details.Table 2: New formula of degree 17 with 57 pointsweight xi yi type0.11498334179998566 0.0 0.0 I0.042666281539386779 0.88696766316393713 0.0 II0.087938325357145539 0.42463390374323367 0.0 II0.076206570461793249 0.69446902308083445 0.0 II0.019156522218855521 0.68785354082699271 0.68785354082699271 III0.062085722273139239 0.59664767781455707 0.59664767781455707 III0.095664962820418119 0.23562252091530831 0.23562252091530831 III0.085162533604288747 0.31294754888343992 0.54894025523701459 IV0.020201237989565462 0.96121228504617867 0.17385745088683603 IV0.056834571713156972 0.30538732225214729 0.79035487531148609 IV0.024268628331345539 0.84937290409632805 0.46270056598293749 IVTable 3: New formula of degree 19 with 69 pointsweight xi yi type0.092826182741729107 0.0 0.0 I0.061210649714171629 0.79836610957931832 0.0 II0.084701305074092631 0.30042292336770777 0.0 II0.0064918529741922661 0.99615333438631671 0.0 II0.014104347317113714 0.69583191637449732 0.69583191637449732 III0.077590938349196292 0.28670391168237706 0.28670391168237706 III0.046841922848831439 0.61667878163587778 0.61667878163587778 III0.071523458803010660 0.47214212637530880 0.47214212637530880 III0.077267777905420501 0.56686082157858617 0.15587783378762243 IV0.034350583657896668 0.92555127310854838 0.17347695471172525 IV0.028368949384516057 0.83822144355055265 0.46025996563724600 IV0.0018669074320751099 0.96670876580048578 0.33737925901740466 IV0.058009352935795362 0.73773390012389973 0.32685240870845720 IV
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Table 4: New formula of degree 21 with 88 pointsweight xi yi type0.064712088156233115 0.18089963670914432 0.0 II0.012203257346077736 0.98391537714755427 0.0 II4.6214466764876138 (10�5) 0.77364389614737803 0.77364389614737803 III0.020941123674084990 0.67975937134823609 0.67975937134823609 III0.044321766954122515 0.59230560995561076 0.59230560995561076 III0.052715691149269700 0.41774444740353380 0.41774444740353380 III0.028690025849304919 0.89789289495208579 0.13375169526590821 IV0.013819709344648730 0.93927352486965313 0.27985732696474981 IV0.037034888202855274 0.79099671385625722 0.39385576573951899 IV0.047520136607474831 0.56605481445792489 0.10885005806786229 IV0.014296165120136605 0.83180776464845906 0.51224072541565606 IV0.042923763669888949 0.76010583069266321 0.12830595415488073 IV0.047444099811669938 0.62209339812108792 0.34691040719842391 IV0.063500222219468438 0.36200059276768541 0.16676191877222966 IVReferenes[1℄ Cools, R. Construting ubature formulae: the siene behind the art, vol. 6 of AtaNumeria. Cambridge University Press, 1997, pp. 1{54.[2℄ Cools, R. Monomial ubature rules sine \Stroud": a ompilation { part 2. J. Comput.Appl. Math. 112, 1-2 (1999), 21{27.[3℄ Cools, R., and Haegemans, A. Constrution of fully symmetri ubature formulaeof degree 4k � 3 for fully symmetri planar regions. Report TW 71, Dept. of ComputerSiene, K.U.Leuven, 1985.[4℄ Cools, R., and Haegemans, A. Automati omputation of knots and weights of uba-ture formulae for irular symmetri planar regions. Report TW 77, Dept. of ComputerSiene, K.U.Leuven, 1986.[5℄ Cools, R., and Haegemans, A. Tables of degree 2k � 1=2k + 1 pairs of ubatureformulae for symmetri planar regions, obtained by optimal addition of knots. ReportTW 76, Dept. of Computer Siene, K.U.Leuven, 1986.[6℄ Cools, R., and Haegemans, A. Automati omputation of knots and weights ofubature formulae for irular symmetri planar regions. J. Comput. Appl. Math. 20(1987), 153{158.[7℄ Cools, R., and Haegemans, A. Constrution of fully symmetri ubature formulaeof degree 4k � 3 for fully symmetri planar regions. J. Comput. Appl. Math. 17 (1987),173{180.[8℄ Cools, R., and Haegemans, A. Constrution of sequenes of embedded ubatureformulae for irular symmetri planar regions. In Numerial Integration (Dordreht,1987), P. Keast and G. Fairweather, Eds., Reidel Publ. Comp., pp. 165{172.[9℄ Cools, R., and Haegemans, A. Constrution of symmetri ubature formulae withthe number of knots (almost) equal to M�oller's lower bound. In Numerial IntegrationIII (Basel, 1988), H. Brass and G. H�ammerlin, Eds., Birkh�auser Verlag, pp. 25{36.6



[10℄ Cools, R., and Rabinowitz, P. Monomial ubature rules sine `Stroud': A ompila-tion. J. Comput. Appl. Math. 48 (1993), 309{326.[11℄ Dobrodeev, L. Cubature rules with equal oeÆients for integrating funtions withrespet to symmetri domains. Zh. vyhisl. Mat. mat. Fiz. 18 (1978), 846{852. (Russian)U.S.S.R. Comput. Maths Math. Phys. 18: 27{34, 1978 (English).[12℄ Engels, H. �Uber gleihgewihtete Kubaturformeln f�ur Kreis- und Sehsek-Gebiet.Elek. Daten. 5 (1970), 216{223.[13℄ Engels, H. Numerial Quadrature and Cubature. Aademi Press, London, 1980.[14℄ Haegemans, A. Tables of irularly symmetrial integration formulas of degree 2d� 1for two-dimensional irularly symmetrial regions. Report TW 27, K.U.Leuven AppliedMathematis and Programming Division, 1975.[15℄ Haegemans, A., and Piessens, R. Constrution of ubature formulas of degree elevenfor symmetri planar regions, using orthogonal polynomials. Numer. Math. 25 (1976),139{148.[16℄ Haegemans, A., and Piessens, R. Constrution of ubature formulas of degree sevenand nine symmetri planar regions, using orthogonal polynomials. SIAM J. Numer.Anal. 14 (1977), 492{508.[17℄ Kim, K., and Song, M. Symmetri quadrature formulas over a unit disk. Korean J.Comput. Appl. Math. 4, 1 (1997), 179{192.[18℄ Konyaev, S., and Tolmaheva, L. Numerial loation of nodes and weights in asixth-order quadrature formula for a disk. Voprosy Vyhisl. i Prikl. Mat. (Tashkent) 86(1989), 59{63,151{152. (Russian).[19℄ M�oller, H. Polynomideale und Kubaturformeln. PhD thesis, Universit�at Dortmund,1973.[20℄ Mysovskikh, I. Interpolatory Cubature Formulas. Nauka, Mosow-Leningrad, 1981.(Russian), Interpolatorishe Kubaturformeln, Institut f�ur Geometrie und PraktisheMathematik der RWTH Aahen, Aahen 1992, Beriht Nr. 74 (German).[21℄ Piessens, R., and Haegemans, A. Cubature formulas of degree eleven for symmetriplanar regions. J. Comput. Appl. Math. 1, 2 (1975), 79{83.[22℄ Piessens, R., and Haegemans, A. Cubature formulas of degree nine for symmetriplanar regions. Math. Comp. 29 (1975), 810{815.[23℄ Rasputin, G. Constrution of ubature formulas ontaining preassigned nodes. Izv.Vyssh. Uhebn. Zaved. Mat. 11 (1986), 44{51. (Russian) Soviet Math. (Iz. VUZ) 30:58{67, 1986 (English).[24℄ Shmid, H. Interpolatorishe Kubaturformeln, vol. CCXX of Dissertationes Math. PolishSienti� Publishers, Warszawa, 1983.[25℄ Stroud, A. Approximate alulation of multiple integrals. Prentie-Hall, EnglewoodCli�s, N.J., 1971.[26℄ Wissman, J. W., and Beker, T. Partially symmetri ubature formulas for evendegrees of exatness. SIAM J. Numer. Anal. 23 (1986), 676{685.7


